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Guided Fatbike 
& Mountain Bike
Beach / Forest / 
Mountain Tours

in Ireland
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What we offer:
• Guided Beach / Forest / Mountain Trail Fatbike Tours
• Overnight, Full or Half Day Tours
• Fatbike Trekking Weekend Breaks
• Guided Fatbike/Mountain biking holidays in Ireland &  
 Abroad
• Iceland, Sweden, Greenland, USA, Spain, France,   
 South Africa

Why Fatbikes?
The muddier, wetter and colder the better.  Believe it or not 
fatbiking is the perfect winter outdoor pursuit. Remember 
that buzz you had when you learnt to ride a bike for the 
1st time?  Fatbikes bring back the buzz – everytime for 
everyone.  True Story.  

Fatbikes are ‘Omniterra-Go-Anywhere Bikes’ they are the 
only bikes that can ride on beaches, bogs and snow, soft 
terrain places that no other bikes can go.  Fatbikes aren’t as 
heavy as they look, they’re also incredibly capable and easy 
to handle.

Fatbikes are great fun, no one gets off a fatbike without a 
big silly grin on their face 

Why Us:
We run and organize biking oriented, memorable & fun 
experiences for you and your friends / family / work 
colleagues/ school both in Ireland and oversea’s.

Our fleet of fatbikes are well designed high quality steel 
steeds.  They are comfortable to ride and are regularly 
serviced by our mechanics.

We carefully choose the tour routes, accommodations and 
their locations to ensure that you are not pushed beyond 
your bike skill and fitness limits.  We want to ensure that 
you get maximum enjoyment mixed in with some breath 
taking scenery and go home with having had a unique 
experience.

We are flexible and highly mobile so can fully customize 
any of our existing tours to best suit your requirements.

We have numerous years of experience in several countries
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